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Our electricity system is undergoing
fundamental change
Emerging System – increased interactions

Yesterday

• Carbon intensive
• Centralised generation
• Predictable supplies

•
•
•
•

Low carbon
Interconnectors
More distributed
Storage

• Demand-side
response
• Electric vehicles/heat
• Smart grids
• A smart system
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New exciting business opportunities,
underpinned by rapid technology change

Lithium-ion battery costs plummeting – costs have fallen by
more than 50% since 2010.

EVs have strong brand recognition; large-scale rollout
& charging infrastructure are under development, and
can help manage increased demands on the grid

Smart meter roll out is underway – leading to more
consumer choice and control about energy in the
home

Aggregators are working with market leaders to
deliver and monetise demand side response, helping
businesses to reduce their energy bills
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The Smart Systems and Flexibility Plan sets out a
comprehensive set of actions to support smart energy
• Call for Evidence on smart energy was launched by our SoS in Nov 2016.

• Following close collaboration with industry, the resultant Plan is a joint project with Ofgem,
published on 24 July and widely welcomed by stakeholders.
• 29 actions for Government, Ofgem and industry to deliver in three key areas.
Removing barriers to
smart technologies

Smart homes and
businesses

Markets that work for
flexibility
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Smart Systems Plan – Smart Homes and Businesses
Industrial and commercial
Public sector
Smart meters
Half hourly settlement
Smart tariffs
Smart appliances
Electric vehicles
Aggregators
Cyber security
Consumer protection
Consumer engagement
Innovation funding
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Innovation funding
The Smart System and Flexibility Plan announced up to £70 million
of funding to support innovation in storage and other smart
technologies up to 2021.
In January 2017, we launched two energy storage competitions:
•

up to £9m available to cost reduction of energy storage
technologies; and

•

a further £600k for feasibility studies for a first-of-a-kind, large
scale future storage demonstrator.

The Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund includes the new ‘Faraday
Challenge’ – an investment of £246m to ensure the UK becomes a
world-leader in the development and manufacture of batteries for the
electrification of vehicles.
BEIS also launched a non-domestic DSR competition in early 2017
with a budget of £7.6m: the competition closed on 30 May. A
domestic DSR competition is planned for launch in Autumn 2017.
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Next Steps
- We think this is an important first step. We know there’s more to
be done.
- Plus, technology and commercial models will continue to evolve.
- Therefore, we will

- Implement the plan
- Meanwhile, continue extensive engagement with industry to
understand what more is needed.
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Outline

• Context:
– The changing landscape and what this means for
Regulation

• Smart Systems and Flexibility Plan
– Storage
– Aggregators & DSR
– Evolution in system and network operation

• Future work

The changing energy system
Drivers

Decarbonisation

Technological
Change

Digitisation and
smart systems

Impact on the energy system

• Changes in the
generation mix
• Intermittent
• Distributed
• Less flexibility
• More storage
• More active networks
and demand side
• New large and
uncertain loads
• Heating
• Evs
• Smart technologies

Impact on
Regulation
Right incentives on
market participants
Right incentives on
network companies

Right framework
for system
operators
Right approach to
residual cost
recovery

Facilitating change in the future energy systems is an important part
of our forward work programme

Plan

Phase 1 – established work-streams (by 2016)
- Embedded benefits
- Electricity distribution connections work
- Electricity system operator (SO) role and
separation
- Flexibility call for evidence and spring plan

Phase 2 – recently initiated (since 2016)
- Targeted charging review (TCR)
- Smart systems and flexibility plan
- RIIO 2 early preparations
- Drive SO to reform balancing products

Phase 3
- Next wave or priority actions, with clear
understanding of linkages/dependencies

The energy system of the future

Future Focussed strategy

We have a number of initiatives to address
the system transformation

Joint Call for Evidence
Removing
policy and
regulatory
barriers
Enabling
storage
Clarifying
the role of
aggregators

Providing
price signals

A system for the

consumer

System
value
pricing

Smart
appliances

Half hourly
settlement

Ultra low
emission
vehicles

Smart tariffs

Consumer
engagemen
t with DSR

Smart
distribution
tariffs

Consumer
protection

Other
government
policies

Cybersecurity

The roles of different
parties in system and
network operation
The impact
of system
changes

The need
for
immediate
action
Further
future
changes to
arrangemen
ts

Innovation

The Smart Systems and Flexibility Plan

29 point
plan:
underway,
most done
by 2019

Removing barriers to
smart technologies

Smart homes and
businesses

Markets that work for
flexibility

Regularity clarity and
fair charges

Infrastructure and
system enablers

Access to markets and
new markets

Define storage in
regulation, planning
reform, health&Safety
standards, innovation
funding, deliver a
storage licence,
unbundling rules,
update network
charges, enable
colocation with
renewables.

Deliver smart meters,
half hourly settlement,
smart appliance
standards, cyber
security, EV legislation,
consumer protections,
Crown Commercial
Service support for DSR,
DSR trial funding, Power
Responsive .

DSO/TSO evolution, SO
incentives, Capacity
Market amendments,
rule changes; BM access
of aggregators, SO
simplification of
Ancillary Services, TCR,
Access reforms, ENA
Open Networks project,
network standards, trial
funding
Smart systems Forum

Removing barriers to smart technologies
Regulatory Clarity
Ownership
Network Charging

• issue of where and how storage sits in
legislation and licensing.
• issue of who can or should own and
operate storage.
• issue of ‘double-charging’ on import and
export.

Connections

• issues of priority, cost, duration and status
of existing generators installing storage

Final consumption levies

• issue of application of policy charges (RO,
FiTs, CCL) to distribution-sited storage

Planning

• issues of time, scale and boosting investor
confidence

 These are the areas where Ofgem has lead role

Aggregators and I/C DSR
Issues and actions
Issue

Balancing
Mechanis
m

Consumer
protection

I/C DSR

Capacity
Market

Action

Independent energy aggregators are
•
currently unable to access the Balancing
Mechanism (BM) directly. Aggregators
could facilitate more demand-side
•
response and increase competition in the
BM
•

Ofgem is issuing a letter that sets out its views to
guide industry thinking on how to deliver efficient
access for independent aggregators
Industry is developing a BSC modifications
(P344/P354/P355) on the areas described in the
views letter
Should the mods not deliver such access, Ofgem can
designate a third party, upon request, to raise a mod

•

monitor and assess the development of a voluntary
code of conduct for aggregators.
consider examining more formal protections should
it conclude this approach is inadequate

Consumers should be protected
from the risks of participating in a
smart energy system

The participation of large nondomestic consumers in demand-side
response (DSR) should be encouraged

There is a need to ensure that storage
and demand flexibility participate on a
level playing field in the Capacity
Market

•

•

•
•

The Government and Ofgem will continue to
support the SOs Power Responsive campaign to
increase the participation in DSR of large nondomestic consumers. Their goal is to achieve 30-50%
of balancing capability from the demand side by
2020.
Simplify Metering requirements
A set CM of rule changes including DSR component
reallocation

Evolving system and network operation
In the Call for Evidence, we identified the need for:
DNOs to transition to DSO roles:

DNOs

• Operate efficient, co-ordinated and economical
distribution networks, including active use of new
technologies, providers and solutions
• Have an increased role in delivering an efficient, coordinated and economical wider system

DNOs, TOs,
SO

• significantly increase engagement with one another,
and other parties, to deliver the best whole system
outcome for consumers

Evolving system and network operation:
(immediate progress)
In the Smart System plan we set out that we think the onus is on the regulated
monopolies to develop timely and appropriate reforms to the way they plan, operate
and engage with each other, and the wider market. DSOs must remain entirely
impartial in the way they undertake their functions and should be using market-based
approaches wherever possible.
• They have incentives and obligations to do so - some regulatory clarifications may be valuable.
• The ENA’s Open Networks Project is a key vehicle for this – report by the end of the year on
thinking on how to open the delivery of network requirements up to the market and coordinate
planning and operation across the D:T boundary.

We signalled a particular area for progress is in distribution constraint management
and connections:
•

Connection approaches will need to develop, accommodating emerging solutions and providers,
while supporting evolving customer and system needs through the efficient use of capacity
system-wide

•

We would consider whether guidance in this area could support improvements

•

We welcome any stakeholder views over the coming weeks to Connections@ofgem.gov.uk

Evolving system and network operation:
(longer term, RIIO 2 and beyond)
Further, longer term more fundamental, changes to network and system operation also
considered:

Changes to
responsibilities

Changes to network
and system signals

Changes to market
arrangements

NB closely interdependent areas

• Evolution of roles
across SO, DSO and
TOs
• Consideration of the
appropriate boundary
between markets and
monopolies

• Access arrangements
and signals to be
considered further
• Charging to be
considered further

• Reform of ancillary
service markets being
considered

Future focussed strategy:
How do we best protect and advance consumers’
interests in light of system changes

• Paper Published 4 August
• Seek to build resilience into regulatory framework to different outcomes
• While recognising that we won’t be able to anticipate or future proof everything so
the regulatory framework will need to evolve over time, responding to emerging
challenges as they arise. In doing this we will:
• continuously monitor developments, seeking to learn from what has worked
• seek to be agile in how we work, eg re-prioritising as needed.
 Waves of work:
1st

See summary of work areas
on pg 24-26. Includes review
of forward looking signals for
elec network signals (paper in
Autumn), and TCR (paper on
policy options in Autumn)

wave, eg flexibility, future
SO, elective HHS

2nd wave, eg flexibility follow ons, TCR
3rd wave, new priority work: RIIO 2;
network access and forward-looking
charges

Our aims and key principles for regulation
We are also setting out a clear long-term aim – to ensure a regulatory framework that
drives innovation, supports the transformation to a low carbon energy system and
delivers the sustainable, resilient, and affordable services that all consumers need – and
key principles for regulation: :
•

Aligning incentives, so that monopoly network operators and National Grid as the gas
and electricity system operator act in the interests of consumers.

•

Cost reflective charges for monopoly services that reflect the incremental costs and
benefits of how consumers and other parties use the system. This includes minimising
harmful distortions arising from the recovery of residual charges for using the
networks.

•

A level playing field, so that all technologies and business models can compete equally,
without barriers to entry to the market.

•

Efficient allocation of risk, so that those best placed to manage the uncertainty
inherent in a rapidly changing system shoulder the risks involved.

•

Harnessing markets and competition where it can bring benefits to consumers

These principles will guide our development of the market and regulatory arrangements
and so help improve predictability of our direction.

Contact information

Louise van Rensburg
Head of Flexibility and Whole Systems Coordination
Louise.vanRensburg@ofgem.gov.uk

Role of System Operator update

What did we set out to achieve?

Broad milestones
System Needs and Regional Development
Products Strategy Plan UKPN issued
Regional Development
Plan WPD
Simplified products
issued
Simplified products
roadmap update

Regional
Development
trial set up

roadmap

2018

2017
Targeted Charging
review

Commercial principles
Paper

200 MW volume of
new DER capacity
released

New regulatory
framework for SO

Publication of NOA
3
Standardised products
DSO-SO
implementation
framework

New approach for
co-ordination of
charging est’d

Wider access to the
BM – check point

Delivery of
improved charging
arrangements
begins

2019

New ESO
company
established
April 2019

Publication of
NOA 4

Whole System Workstream
Flexibility Workstream
Level Playing Field Workstream
Network Competition Workstream
Separation of the ESO

Some of our other achievements to date….

Reduced testing
barriers – (2-3 weeks
instead of 8)

Reduced number of
queries from existing
market players

Increased volume of
queries from new
parties ~250/year

Signed Framework
Agreements with circa
25 battery asset
providers, with at least
3 being successful in
the market

FFR down to 1MW
entry

Flagship innovation
projects (e.g. Power
Potential, RDPs)

Power Responsive
case studies, annual
report, product map,
DSR guide etc.

600 organisations
represented within
Power Responsive

2 new products, EFR
and DTU

NGESO will look and feel different to
today


Enhanced transparency of information and
decision making



Showing we care through listening and
collaborating to meet customer and
stakeholder needs



Greater agility, demonstrating flexibility and
innovation to deliver change in a timely way



Delivering value through helping market
participants and networks make efficient
decisions



Through all of the above earning trust as a
facilitator of change

Proposed timeline for legal separation and
establishing the NGESO
August
2017

• We are currently working through the detail of legal separation and beginning the
implementation phase
• Establish the programme to implement Legal Separation alongside our FRSO programme

Autumn
2017

• Open letter published
• Industry events to discuss content and approach detailed in the open letter
• Continue delivery of FRSO
• Engage with our customers and stakeholders to design changes

Spring
2018

•Formal code modification process commences
•Formal application to transfer licence obligations
•Develop proposals for compliance reporting, NGESO visual identity and new ways of working

Autumn
2018

•Code modification process completed
•Statutory consultation on licence changes completed
•New ways of working trialled throughout 2018/19

•Code and licence changes effective
April 2019 •Continual improvement of new ways of working

The regulatory framework is changing;
how we can continue to serve your needs?
Viewpoint

Open Letter

http://www2.nationalgrid.com/UK/Industry-information/Future-ofEnergy/The-changing-Role-of-the-electricity-System-Operator/

Email us your comments by 16 October:
box.SOincentives.electricity@nationalgrid.com

•

We have recently published two
documents:
o Open Letter in response to
Ofgem’s July working paper
o Viewpoint on future ESO
regulation

•

The Viewpoint sets out:
o How a suite of financial incentives,
backed up by KPIs and industry
governance can deliver for
customers
o Proposed work packages,
indicating our priority focus areas

Questions?

